Everyone was born
with a fantasy ...
We want to bring you back to your dream! The dream about freedom and independence. The dream about being anchored in your
favorite bay overlooking a sunset far away from the stress of the
everyday life. The dream that once made you buy a boat!

Enjoying bays
ON ANCHOR

Adventure &
INDEPENDENCE

Unfortunately, for many it has not been going as once dreamed. You
found out that anchoring is not always as simple and safe as you
thought. You realized that often you do not feel comfortable being on
anchor. Especially overnight. You do not feel at peace. Most of your
boating friends have the same experience so you accept it as a general fact. “Anchoring is not safe!” You cannot fully rely on your anchor”
Eventually, you end up spending much more time in tight spaces in
crowded marinas which feel like shopping mall parking lots…
Not realizing there is a solution. There is a way you can gain trust in
anchoring. The only solution is to use the right anchor. An anchor which
was designed to change the way we look at anchoring. An anchor that
is finally capable of making you feel comfortable and safe…
Allow your fantasy to guide you again…

Thrill of
CRUISING

Joy of
FREEDOM

We are on the same
wave as you
The sea and boats is our life and passion. We love them just like you do
and that is why we understand you; we know what your dreams are and
what you desire because we see the world through the same eyes. That
is why we are able to give you the best – to experience adventures and
to make your dreams come true aboard a boat with the utmost comfort,
satistaction and safety.

I have been in the maritime business for over 30 years. Over that time, I
have tried almost all the roles that are related to this
passion – I was and still am a yacht owner, customer as well as
a salesman, but most of all, I am a fan of all boats and boating.
My passion has also brought great business success: I have sold more than
700 boats and earned my name on the market.
In 2013, I met Yucel family and encountered their unique products. Their
family business develops and produces revolutionary anchors and anchoring accessories. These products absolutely fascinated me! When I found
out from my own experience how great they are, I decided that I want to
introduce them to other boat-owners. Therefore, in 2014, I became the
exclusive distributor for Europe.
Now, under the Ultra Marine brand
we offer unique products
manufactured on the basis of original
patents that have brought a true
revolution to anchoring.

REINFORCED EYE

We don’t
compromise
on quality or design,
and neither should you

Hand-made from 316L and 318NL Duplex (shank) stainless steel
and hand polished. Ultra Anchors demonstrate the importance
of correct weight distribution and design when setting and
recovering an anchor. In fact, invert any Ultra Anchor and it will
instantly recover itself into the attack position. Such performance
has been achieved thanks to the innovative patented features
displayed below. Each anchor is easily recoverable due to the
flat pivot surface on the underside base.
Ultra Anchors are suitable for all vessel types and can be
securely located on the bow roller. Standard anchor sizes range
from 5 kg to 360 kg (larger anchors on request). Using Europe's
best materials and fabricated by specialist engineers, Ultra
Anchors are supplied with a lifetime warranty against
manufacturing defects under normal conditions and use.

Even under the most
extreme load the shank
reinforced eye will not
bend, break or fail.

316L STAINLESS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
The anchor features onepiece construction and has no
openings or indentations to
catch mud, rocks or weeds.
The glossy 316L and 318LN Duplex
(shank only) - gauge stainless steel
is easy to clean and polish. Ultra
Marine Anchor provides years of
corrosion-free service, without
the need to re-galvanize.

HOLLOW SHANK

NON CHAIN-FOUL BAR

The hollow shankplaces the centre
of gravity lower in the anchor's body and
closer to its penetrating tip. Ultra Marine
Anchors always hit the sea floor right
side up and in the "attack" position.

The clever design features of the
non chain-foul bar ensures the
chain cannot simply wrap itself
around the shank and provides
the ability to attach a trip line.

Just drop it!

FLAT UNDERSIDE
Once you begin to recover
the anchor from the sea floor,
it pivots on the flat section
and begins to release.

UPPER HOLDING
PLATFORM
The concave base/fluke has the
appearance of a spade or shovel,
and provides extreme holding
power as it has a greater surface
area than conventional anchors.

CURVED TIP

SIDE WINGS PLATES
The side wing plates actually help
the anchor bury itself deeper when
pulled laterally due to a changing
wind or tide. They also act to
stabilize the anchor horizontally
as it penetrates the seabed.

The downward-facing, internally
reinforced, reverse-curved tip
allows Ultra Marine Anchors to grab
and penetrate without depending
on the weight of the chain.

SCRATCH-CATCH POINT
It is speciaIly positioned at the
bottom. It prevents dragging
and provides an instant set
when the anchor moves.

LEAD-FILLED TIP
Lead is inserted into the anchor
tip, achieving the optimal weight
distribution and ensuring the
anchor will penetrate unfavourable
seabed bottom conditions.

The Flip Swivel
incorporates unique
design features
The Ultra Flip Swivel is uniquely
fabricated and connects the anchor
and chain without the need for of
additional shackles. Fabricated from
316L stainless steel and hand polished
for stunning presentation on the bow,
the Ultra Flip Swivel is uniquely
strong and slimline, and does not require
lock pins or safety wires.The breaking
strength of a swivel is typically higher
than the connected chain and allows
30° rotation with complete 360° swivel.
The Ultra Flip Swivel is fabricated
with a unique flipping nub that assists the
anchor in getting itself right-way up onto
the bow roller. Combined with the rotation
and 360° ability, setting and recovering
your anchor is now easier and safer.
Hexagonal head locking bolts prevent the
need for additional grub screws to secure
the swivel pins.

REAR BRIDGE

ROUNDED CORNERS

FLIP NUB

The rear bridge supports the
anchor shank to allow it to rotate.

Avoid potential damage
to contacted surfaces.

If the anchor is recovered
up-side down the flip nub will
help the anchor to correctly
right itself onto the roller.

Small thing,
big difference

TEFLON* O-RING
Our internal TEFLON* O-ring
stops metal friction occurring when
under load, thus providing low
resistance and smooth operation.

SPECIFICATIONS
The swivel chain size and
breaking strength are recorded
on the rear side of the swivel.

We guarantee
You will never struggle again
HEXAGONAL HEAD BOLTS
Non-rotating square head bolt and
retaining screw - cannot work loose.

BALL AND SOCKET
DESIGN
Allows for maximum movement
with maximum strength. The
Ultra Flip Swivel is designed
to take full loads from
all directions. The loose ball
design also ensures the swivel
is self-cleaning and, therefore,
never clogs up with sediment.

THROAT OPENING
The opening is especially suited
to the chain size and the head
is machined from one piece
not cast - no crevices.

Ultimate Chain

MATERIAL
Stainless steels AISI 316L
(low carbon) or AISI 318LN
(Duplex), specially selected
for excellent chemical and
mechanical properties.

by

High quality chains with
the best characteristics
for offshore use
Besides Ultra Marina products we offer also stainless steel chain
made in Germany from best quality stainless steel. Sizes are from
6 mm up to 13 mm and in ISO or DIN norm. You can also chose
from stainless steel quality Grade 60 (AISI 316 L), Grade 60 PLUS
(AISI 318 LN Duplex) and Grade 60 PLUS (Superduplex A182 F61).
All chains are tested, calibrated and bright polished. Stainless steel
chains help match our Ultra Anchors and Swivels the best way and
having stainless steel chain helps you to store your chain in your
locker and there is no need of re-galvanization in the future.

Excerpt from “Nautictest” by PaulWirkus, September
2013 “The World’s Strongest Anchor Chain!”
Our boat with all its expensive equipment and time we
invested in its improvements over the past 10 years
hangs by the anchor chain. In 10 years of experience
one thing i can definitely say: “One who tried to skimp
on his anchor chain, skimps on the wrong end.” We
decided to putchase the stainless steel anchor chain
because it is the most dependable chain available.

FUNCTIONALITY
Highest quality welding,
the rings move freely,
provide smooth running
of the windlass, self-stowing
in the chain locker.

LONG-LASTING
Highest corrosion resistance
(even in warm waters)

CERTIFIED SAFETY

SPECIFICATIONS

Highest breaking load in the
market. Resist the strongest
gale and let you sleep.

Germany undisputed best
chains Calibrated and tested.
Bright polished for stunning
presentation,

Your new anchor rescue tool!

Brings two
unique functions
in one
Designed to replace a chain or rope
weight (Kellet). In case of anchoring
with limited scope (busy anchorage
or limited anchorage area), the Ultra
Anchor Ring increases safety by
adding weight to the anchoring system.
By adding extra weight on the chain,
the Ultra Anchor Ring reduces
the vessel swing area and works as
a shock absorber, improving comfort
at anchor by reducing boat movement.
The Ultra Anchor Ring will is also
an important recovery tool. This is
especially relevant in conditions where
entering the water is not possible or
preferable (such as cold water, rough sea
conditions, or with dangerous wildlife
around). In circumstances where you are
unlucky and get caught on the bottom,
using the Ultra Anchor Ring will
assist in your recovery prospects.

8.2 kg

11 kg

14.5 kg

EMERGENCY
ANCHOR RECOVERY

EXTRA WEIGHT
FOR THE CHAIN

Ultra Anchor Ring used
as an anchor retrival
and recovery tool to
free the anchor in
necessary conditions.

Ultra Anchor Ring premits shorter
scope by reducing the chain length
in cases of limited anchorage area
and increses safety by adding
weight to the anchoring system.

Ultraline

(Dyneema and Polyester)

MOUNTING BOLTS

ROPE GUIDES

Housing bolts are ralso
incorporated into the
mounting system for rail
and deck mounted
installations.

Scale indicates
approximate amount
of line in use.

Best solution
not only for
stern anchoring
The Ultraline is constructed from highly polished 316 stainless
steel and is available in various UV resistant line lengths ranging
from 40 m - 100 m (80-330 feet). Line deployment and retrival is
simple; simply let the line pay out as needed and wind it up when
done. Not to be used as a load-bearing devicem the flat rope
must be cleated off when anchored or mooring. The Line is self
storing and non-fouling and the flat rope means no more
uninvited sea creatures on board.
The Ultraline with Dyneema flat floating rope with breaking load
increased up to 3200 Kgf. The width of the line is 22 mm awhich
reduces the noise problem of the previous model. Also its high
breaking load and UV resistances increase its efficiency.

HIGH POLISHED 316L
SATINLESS STEEL
HOUSING
The 316L Stainless steel
casing does not rotate;
line rotates inside on hub
and does not inferfere with
nearby equipment.

Ultraline your
“instant chain”
HOLE GUIDES
Provides guide for
length of line deployed
and assists that the
flat rope to dry quickly.

MULTI FUNCTIONAL
WINCH HANDLE
316L multifunction handle
fits a standard winch handle
socket and includes three
keys for opening deck
fittings as well as a shcakle
buster.

TWIN ROLLERS
Teflon rollers and
stainless steel guides
squeeze excess water
from flat rope while
leading it into the reel.

FLAT ROPE

Compact alternative to 6mm chain

Flat ropes are UV resistant;
will run through 1" shaves and
when folded can fit into the
jaws of a self-tailing winch.
Flat rope is easily belayed to
standard deck cleat.

Designed for
Ultra Anchor

Ultra Bow Roller
The Ultra Bow Rollers design decreases noise
and scratches, while limiting extra anchor
movements. Designed to fit all of our Anchors,
it also offers the extra security locking of the
Anchor shank. You can also purchase just the
front part of our Bow Rollers, called the Ultra
Marine Bow Roller Car.
Rollers are made of delran. They do not deform in
time, they work quite and upkeep is not necessary. The best results are taken especially by
Ultra Anchor. Each Ultra Anchor has a different
size Ultra Bow Roller. This way the best harmony
is achieved. However, if it is needed, Ultra
Anchors might even be used with one size
smaller or bigger Ultra Bow Rollers.

Ultra Hook
The Ultra Hook effectiveley rescues your anchor
when chains become crosse - providing fast and
safe recovery without the need to take any
unnecessary risks.
More about Ultra Marine accessories
at www.ultramarine-anchors.com

SPECIFICATIONS

“U” SHAPED RETAINING HOOP

The connection holes are left
to the user to decide considering
the bow rollers location on the boat.
The body material is 316L polished
stainless steel.

Designed to limit the extra movements of the
anchor, keeps the chain on the roller always
and does not let the anchor harm the boat.
It also limits the potential anchor movements
during the cruise.

together with legendary brands and many others

Ultimate Chain
by

Standard

Premium

Windglass Anchor Chains CDK/CIA Grade 60
AISI 316L, measures acc. to DIN 766 and ISO 4565
DIMENSIONS MM

Windglass Anchor Chains CXA/CXI Grade 60 PLUS
AISI 318LN Duplex, measures acc. to DIN 766 and ISO 4565
DIMENSIONS MM

WEIGHT SAFE WORKING BREAKING
FORCE
LOAD

kg/m

kN

kN

Type

Norm

d

t

20,8

0,780

18,75

37,5

CXA 6

DIN 766

6

18,5

7,2

9,6

27,2

1,350

31,50

63,0

CXA 8

DIN 766

8

24,0

28,0

12,0

36,0

2,300

50,00

100,0

CXA 10 DIN 766

10

13

36,0

15,6

47,0

3,900

83,50

167,0

CXA 13

DIN766

ISO 4565

6

18,0

8,1

21,6

0,800

18,75

37,5

CXI 6

ISO 4565

8

24,0

10,8

28,8

1,400

31,50

63,0

CXI 8

CIA 10 ISO 4565

10

30,0

13,5

36,0

2,200

50,00

CIA 12

12

36,0

16,2

43,2

3,200

71,25

Type

Norm

d

t

CDK 6

DIN 766

6

18,5

7,2

CDK 8

DIN 766

8

24,0

CDK 10 DIN 766

10

CDK 13

DIN766

CIA 6
CIA 8

ISO 4565

Supreeme

kN

kN

20,8

0,780

19,25

38,5

9,6

27,2

1,350

33,00

66,00

28,0

12,0

36,0

2,300

52,00

104,0

13

36,0

15,6

47,0

3,900

88,50

177,0

ISO 4565

6

18,0

8,1

21,6

0,800

19,25

38,5

ISO 4565

8

24,0

10,8

28,8

1,400

33,00

66,0

100,0

CXI 10 ISO 4565

10

30,0

13,5

36,0

2,200

52,00

104,0

142,5

CXI 12

12

36,0

16,2

43,2

3,200

80,00

160,0

Superduplex A182 F61, measures acc. to DIN766
DIMENSIONS MM

d

t

8

24,0

b 1 min. b 2 max.
9,6

27,2

WEIGHT

BREAKING
FORCE

kg/m

kN

1,350

66,0

ISO 4565

b 1 min. b 2 max.

SAFE WORKING BREAKING
FORCE
LOAD

kg/m

Windglass Anchor Chains CSX, Grade 60 PLUS

TYPE

CSX 8

b 1 min. b 2 max.

WEIGHT

We believe ...
Anchor is one of the main symbols in the maritime world
and it has a higher philosophical meaning of security,
stability, strength, home etc.
Anchoring is a vital part of the boating experience and
one of the main reasons why people dream to own
a boat.
We believe an anchor as something located at the bow
should naturally be considered and looked at as a jewel.
Despite all the above, an anchor is still one of the most
neglected items in the maritime industry.
Most of the boats worldwide are still equipped with unsafe
anchor types of obsolete designs, made of the cheapest
materials used on board.
ULTRA Anchor provides an uncompromised anchoring
solution.
ULTRA Anchor is the best performing anchor on the
market, and it is incomparable to any other anchor design.
ULTRA Anchor is hand made in Europe using the highest
quality Swedish stainless-steel.
ULTRA Anchor offers the most beautiful design that makes
its owner proud to have it at his bow.
ULTRA Anchor is the first anchor in history to finally
fulfill the dream of anchoring.

THE JEWEL FOR YOUR BOW

as refined as a diamond...

GUARANTEE: Anchor selection should be based on the largest anchor recommended, according to boat weight (fully loaded) and the boat length, as per the selection in the chart. Windage
must be considered. One size smalled may be suficient subject to recommendations. Recommended anchor size is covered by the Manufacturer Life Time Warrenty (conditions apply).

History belongs in the past

Now it’s up to YOU!
Following years of development
in the maritime industry, we are
NOW at our greatest point of
preformance and development.
Where do you stand on the
timeline?

The Rock

2000 B.C

Admirality

600 A.D

CQR

1930’s

Brittany

1940’s

Danforth

1940’s

Bruce

1970’s

Delta

1980’s

Ultra Anchor

NOW

